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When the Bell in the Lighthouse rings
Ding, Dong.
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Moderato.

Piano.

Just a
For a

glance in your eyes my bonnie Kate, Then
day is to come my bonnie Kate,

over the sea go I;
While the

joy in our heart shall reign;
And we'll
seagulls circle around the ship, And the
laugh to think of the dangers past, When you

billy waves roll high, And For
rest in my arms again.

over the sea and away my Kate, A-
back to your heart I will sail my Kate, With
far to the distant west;
love that is staunch and true;

But In

ever and ever a thought I'll have, for the
storm or in calm there's a Star of Hope, That is

lassie who loves me best:
always to shine for you:

Bells:
PpBells
Refrain. con spirito

When the bell in the lighthouse rings ding dong. When it

il basso marcato

clangs with its warning loud and long. Then a

sailor will think of his sweetheart so true.

long for the day he'll come back to you. And his
When the bell in the lighthouse rings ding dong.

Bells
THE SUPREME ACHIEVEMENT IN SONGCRAFT

The songs in this series represent the most beautiful of better-class numbers. They are worthy of the art of the greatest singers of English songs and ballads, yet each is within the range and ability of the average vocalist and pianist. In the melodies, in the words, dwell those qualities that make of music the "sunshine of existence." Never before have there been songs to equal these in beauty. Even the cover designs are unique works of art. In each song there is to be found "The Artist's Aid," a neat folder containing the words in concise form for the convenience of the artist. No detail has been overlooked to make the series ideal from every standpoint.

SINCE FIRST YOU SMILED ON ME
High in C—Medium in Bb—Low in Ab
Words by BERNARD H. HAMBLEN
Music by FRANK H. GREY

BUT THAT WAS YESTERDAY
Ab.
Words by FREDERICK C. RUSSELL
Music by HAROLD VEO

ONE LITTLE HOUR
Medium in Eb—High in F
Words by ARTHUR ANDERSON
Music by HAROLD SAMUEL

IF YOU WERE THE OP'NING ROSE
High in Eb, Medium in D, Low in C
Words by RUTH RUTHERFORD
Music by THOS. J. HEWITT

LIL' GAL
Medium in Eb, Low in C
Words by PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR
Music by ROSAMOND JOHNSON

LIBERTY SHALL NOT DIE
High in D—(D to A)—Medium in C—(C to G)—Low in Bb—(Bb to F)
Words by HENRY I. MYERS
Music by ISIDORE LUCKSTONE

THE RIVER IS FREE
High in Ab—(Eb to Ab)
Words by ARTHUR STRINGER
By HENRY I. MYERS

WHITE NIGHTS
High in F, Medium in Eb
Music by ELSIE DEREMEAUX
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High in F, Medium Eb
Words by EDWARD TESCHEMACHER
Music by THOMAS J. HEWITT
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Words by RUTH RUTHERFORD
Music by THOS. J. HEWITT

WAITING FOR YOU
High in G, Medium in F, Low in Eb
Words by HAROLD ROBE
Music by ONOFRIO SCIACCA

ELDORADO
Medium in F, Low in Eb
Words by EDGAR ALLEN POE
Music by RAYMOND ROZE

(DEEP RIVER
(with violin obligato)
Words by PERCIVAL C. WEST
Adapted by ARTHUR BERG

THE WORLD IS ONLY A TINY PLACE
Medium in F, High in Ab
Words by T. STRICKLAND
Music by CECIL GOODALE

DEAREST EYES
High in Eb, Low in C
Words by T. STRICKLAND
Music by L. STRICKLAND

HOME TO YOU, IRELAND
High in Eb, Medium in C, Low in Bb
Words by EDWARD LOCKTON
Music by THOS. J. HEWITT

THE LITTLE SHAWL OF BLUE
Medium in F, Low in Eb
Words by EDWARD TESCHEMACHER
Music by THOS. J. HOWITT

OUT FROM RIO
Medium in C, Low in Ab
Words by V. H. STRICKLAND
Music by L. T. STRICKLAND

IT SEEMS TO ME
High in Eb, Medium in D, Low in C
Words by EDWARD TESCHEMACHER
Music by C. FRANCIS LLOYD
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